Undergraduate programs
The McCain Institute continues Senator John McCain's proud legacy by fighting for democracy, human dignity, and security. Our vision is a world that is free, safe, and just for all people. We harness our unique power to convene leaders across the global political spectrum to make meaningful and positive impacts on global issues and to create character-driven leaders all around the world.

Join us in this work and link your own legacy with that of John McCain and his family through a gift that will make a lasting difference for future generations. Explore asset-focused, tax-efficient giving solutions to suit your individual needs, including wills, living trusts, and beneficiary designations. Your support would help ensure the future of the McCain Institute.

Please contact the McCain Institute’s Senior Director of Development Anna Voloshin at Anna.Voloshin@asufoundation.org to learn more.
Near the end of his life, Senator John McCain explained the perspective that informed his consideration of America’s proper role in world affairs. He wrote:

“I consider myself a realist. I have certainly seen my share of the world as it really is and not how I wish it to be. What I’ve learned is it’s foolish to view realism and idealism as incompatible or to consider our power and wealth as encumbered by the demands of justice, morality, and conscience. In the real world, as lived and experienced by real people, the demand for human rights and dignity, the longing for liberty and justice and opportunity, the hatred of oppression and corruption and cruelty is reality. By denying this experience, we deny the aspirations of billions of people and invite their enduring resentment.”

“The benefits of promoting our values can be a long time coming. But they must always be a high priority.”

He lived his public and private life in service to that creed. Behind closed doors, he comforted the oppressed, and in the glare of media attention confronted their oppressors. He opposed our own government when he thought it had fallen short of its values, as was the case with mistreatment of detainees held by our military authorities. He couldn’t abide bullies or resist an opportunity to fight the bad guys on behalf of the good guys.

He understood the world as it was, with all its corruption and cruelty. But he believed it a moral failure to accept injustice as the inescapable tragedy of our fallen nature. He was a fatalist but never a pessimist. He never believed the world couldn’t be made better or wasn’t worth trying to be made better, and he never lost hope or failed to offer hope that it would be made better. He knew hopefulness made every tragedy bearable and all progress possible. Hope made every beautiful thing in this world and stood as a rebuke to every bad thing.

So, you found him defending the dignity of his fellow man wherever it was denied. You found him year in and year out meeting with dissidents and freedom fighters from Belarus to Iran. You found him in the Maidan in Ukraine and in Syria, in Cambodia, Myanmar, and Russia, supporting and encouraging the people he admired above all others, the people who stood up against all odds to demand an end to tyranny.

You found him pushing, demanding, goading Western governments to support the forces of freedom in the Middle East, Asia, and Europe. You found him defending the international order the West built that made possible the stunning advances of freedom, security, and prosperity in the world.

Maybe the simplest way to describe Senator McCain’s example of statesmanship that is his legacy to the world is that its guiding principle was his belief that every living soul possessed dignity equal to his own. In the words of the poem that inspired his favorite novel, Hemingway’s “For Whom the Bell Tolls,” he was a part of the main. He was involved in mankind. He knew the bell tolled for him. He answered the call and if he were alive today, he would expect us to do the same.